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Hot dogs are very popular throughout the United States. Many regional variations exist. It originated in
Hermosillo , the capital of Sonora. This is a variation on a hot dog served on the Japanese island of Okinawa ,
which is where it takes its name. Also common in Los Angeles and San Francisco are bacon-wrapped hot
dogs, often served with toppings such as fried peppers and onions, mayonnaise, etc. These are typically sold
by street vendors who grill the hot dogs on small push-carts. The legality of such operations may be
questionable in some instances. Locals sometimes refer to these treats as "danger dogs" or "heart attack dogs".
Hot dogs are typically served on New England rolls. There is otherwise no particular Connecticut style. It is
customary for hot dogs to be served plain so the customer can put their own condiments on the hot dog.
Similar to a hot dog, but usually larger, spicier, and with more coarsely-ground meat, the sausage is often
half-pork and half-beef, smoked, and served with herbs, onion, and chili sauce. Georgia In Columbus, Georgia
, a local favorite is the "scrambled dog," the exemplar of which was first served at the Dinglewood Pharmacy
by "The Lieutenant" Charles Stevens over 50 years ago. The scrambled dog is a chopped hot dog covered by
chili, onions and pickles with an accompanying portion of oyster crackers. This "dragged through the garden"
style more commonly called, "with the works" , is heavily promoted by Vienna Beef and Red Hot Chicago,
the two most prominent Chicago hot dog manufacturers, [21] but exceptions are common, with vendors
adding cucumbers or lettuce, omitting poppy seeds or celery salt, or using plain relish or a skinless hot dog.
Kansas and Missouri A Kansas City -style hot dog is a pork sausage in a sesame seed bun topped with brown
mustard, sauerkraut and melted Swiss cheese. The casing is colored red, and one company refers to their red
variety as red snappers. The Fenway Frank, served at Fenway Park , is a fixture for Red Sox fans, and there
are several other local brands such as Pearl that are used. Hot dogs in the Boston area are associated with
Boston baked beans, though this is not unique to the region. Ketchup, mustard, relish, picalilli , and chopped
onions are the most common toppings. There are three variations on the Coney dog: A traditional Italian Hot
Dog is made by cutting a round "pizza bread" in half for a double or into quarters for a single , cutting a
pocket into it and spreading the inside with mustard. A variation of this, often found at express takeout
restaurants such as "chicken shacks," Chinese restaurants, pizzerias, etc. The Texas wiener was created in
Paterson, New Jersey sometime before
Local kosher brandsâ€”which are not permitted natural
casingsâ€”include Hebrew National , Empire National Levine The usual condiments are mustard and
sauerkraut, with optional sweet onions in a tomato based sauce invented by Alan Geisler , usually made by
Sabrett. Hot dogs are available on street corners as well as at delicatessens. New York street vendors generally
store their unsold dogs in warm-water baths, giving rise to the semi-affectionate moniker "dirty water dog. In
the mid-twentieth century, hot dog purveyors reportedly would carry the dogs to the table lined up on their
bare forearms, giving rise to the term "the Hairy Arm"; [35] today, health codes prohibit this practice. Further
north, in three locations in and around Glens Falls , New Way Lunch has served similar hot dogs with meat
sauce, mustard, and raw onions for nearly years. Texas hots have a niche following in western New York ,
where the Rigas family later of Adelphia Communications infamy introduced the dish. Variations exist for the
preparation of the sausage or hot dog, whether it is grilled or fried. Another Cleveland favorite found at any
north-eastern Ohio sporting or entertainment venues, is a hot dog with " Stadium Mustard ". Stadium Mustard
is a type of Brown mustard with similar flavor to a spicy Dijon mustard. Cheese coneys Cincinnati Polish boy
Cleveland Pennsylvania There are several variety of local dog recipes in Pennsylvania. In Philadelphia, street
vendors sell hot dogs that can be topped with one or more of several traditional Philadelphia toppings: Various
shops and butchers in Pennsylvania make traditional German natural casing franks. Altoona, Pennsylvania has
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two remaining Texas Hot Dog stands that claim a legacy going back to Once placed in a steamed bun, the
wiener is topped with a meat sauce seasoned with a myriad of spices like cumin, paprika, chili powder, and
allspice, which is itself covered in finely chopped onions, celery salt, and yellow mustard. Seattle-style hot
dog In Seattle , hot dogs are served with cream cheese and grilled onions on a toasted bun. The sausages are
split in half and grilled before being put in the bun. A whistle dog is a hot dog that has been split and served
with processed cheese, bacon, and relish. Montreal A Montreal-style hot dog , as popularized by numerous
shops such as the famous Montreal Pool Room , [52] is either steamed or griddle fried nicknamed steamies or
toasties, respectively. It is generally topped with coleslaw, onion, mustard, relish, and occasionally paprika or
chili powder. Due to the bilingual nature of Montreal street culture, these are usually ordered, and condiments
named, in Franglais. Its flavorings vary in the cafeterias of the region, the most found are: Its size can be twice
of an American hot dog. Traditional version with chopped tomatoes, mayonnaise a large amount and
sauerkraut. In some regions, this variation also has avocado sauce. Also, "completo" is also used as the generic
name for any hot dog with avocado, so, for example, this combination is called "completo completo". Consists
of chopped tomatoes, mashed avocados and mayonnaise. The name comes from its resemblance with the
colors of the Italian flag. Also called "completo sin palta" completo without avocado. A version which
consists of cuts of " churrasco " grilled meat instead of sausages, mashed avocado, tomato and mayonnaise.
Colombia In Colombia perros calientes are sold in street stands with ketchup, mustard, salsa rosada ,
mayonnaise, pineapple sauce, cheese and crumbled potato chips. Shucos are usually served with guacamole ,
boiled cabbage , mayonnaise, mustard, and an assorted choice of meats. Chopped onions are added by a decent
amount of shuqueros hot dog vendors across Guatemala City and Antigua. The most popular choices of meats
are sausage, chorizo red sausage , salami , longaniza white sausage , and bacon. Other parts of the country
may include chips, mushrooms, beef or other ingredients besides the bun and sausage. In this variation, a piece
of boerewors , often braaid , is placed in a sliced bread roll. The boerie roll can be covered in tomato sauce
ketchup or a home made tomato and onion relish. Asia Japan In Japan, hot dogs are used in bento boxes and
are often sliced to resemble an octopus. More conventional hot dogs are also available, either on a stick with
or without a coating or on a bun. Japanese Fusion Dogs are not actually from Japan but are a Pacific
Northwest invention that pairs hot dogs with Japanese and Asian condiments like wasabi , kimchi and teriyaki.
Hotdogs are also typically served during breakfast. They are also skewered and grilled over coals, and sold as
street food. Skewered waffle hotdogs are also available in the country a local variant having the hotdogs
coated in hotcake batter and then deep-fried. Chopped hotdogs are an ingredient in Philippine-style spaghetti
Bolognese. They are also used in various other dishes e. They more resemble a corn dog than a hot dog.
Ketchup is a common condiment, and occasionally mustard. Hot dogs in a bun or wrapped in bread are also
widely available, or on a stick without a bun. It can be sold inside a bun similar to a standard American hot
dog [70] but instead of tomato ketchup, they are also often eaten with a sweet tomato-chili sauce. Very
popular are street vendors selling hot dogs which have been deep-fried or charcoal grilled. They are served
with either a sweet, slightly spicy sauce nam chim wan or a very spicy sauce nam chim phet. Hot dogs can
also be used as a filling for a croissant which are served with mayonnaise. Hot dogs are even used as a filling
for raisin bread together with shredded dried pork. Another dish that uses hot dogs is called khanom Tokiao
lit. The chili sauce can also be served on the side. Artificial cased frankfurters are the most widely available
while skinless types are sometimes sold as "American style". Smaller cocktail sized frankfurters are also
common. It is also known as a Pluto Pup or Dippy Dog, depending on the region. A battered sav is a saveloy
deep fried in the same wheat flour based batter that is used for fish and chips. These are commonly available
as a community fundraiser at popular hardware stores, [86] election polling stations [87] colloquially known
as Democracy snags , and school fetes. The "American" Hot dog is a combination of frankfurter and bun,
generally with condiments such as ketchup and mustard, but sometimes served with additional toppings such
as fried onion or shredded cheese. The sea dog is often a battered deep fried fish or crab-stick in a bun, with
tartare sauce on it. Some may be served with lettuce. It is unclear, however, if it is a nation-wide delicacy or
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mainly as an Auckland [91] thing. Denmark One of the most popular Nordic variation is the Danish hot dog.
This variety also comes with a frankfurter sausage. A popular variety of hot dogs in Denmark is the "french
hot dog", a cut baguette impaled on a spike with a sausage inside and commonly served with a "french hot dog
dressing", a sauce containing Dijon Mustard. These are very easy to eat and popular among commuters and
families with kids. The Danish style hot dog has spread to the other Scandinavian countries as well as
Germany. The hot-dog sausage is served in bread and liberally accompanied with fried onion, raw onion,
mustard, ketchup and remoulade a cold sauce made with mayonnaise and various condiments and herbs. This
delicious snack is traditionally washed down with copious amounts of Coca-Cola. Hot dogs from this stand
are derived from the Danish hot dog. They are often ordered with "the works," i. Icelandic hot dogs are made
from native Icelandic lamb, and served with a mix of raw white and fried onion, ketchup, sweet brown
mustard, and a mayonnaise and herb sauce called remoulade.
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Architects[ edit ] Festival Hall Kessler, who designed many urban parks in Texas and the Midwest, created the
master design for the Fair. A popular myth says that Frederick Law Olmsted , who had died the year before
the Fair, designed the park and fair grounds. There are several reasons for this confusion. First, Kessler in his
twenties had worked briefly for Olmsted as a Central Park gardener. Third, Olmsted had planned the
renovations in to the Missouri Botanical Garden several blocks to the southeast of the park. Louis architect
Isaac S. Taylor as the Chairman of the Architectural Commission and Director of Works for the fair,
supervising the overall design and construction. In the position for three years, Masqueray designed the
following Fair buildings: Masqueray resigned shortly after the Fair opened in , having been invited by
Archbishop John Ireland of St. Paul, Minnesota to design a new cathedral for the city. Pelz was architect for
the Palace of Machinery. Many African Americans contributed to architecture design, but were not credited.
Louis mayor Rolla Wells, Frank D. Francis, Archbishop John J. Photograph attributed to Jessie Tarbox Beals,
Florence Hayward , a successful freelance writer in St. She negotiated a position on the otherwise all-male
Board of Commissioners. In exchange for this information, she requested an appointment as roving
commissioner to Europe. Former Mayor of St. Louis and Governor of Missouri David R. Francis , LPEC
president, made the appointment and allowed Hayward to travel overseas to promote the fair, especially to
women. Despite this, Hayward set out for England in These items were all to be shown in exhibits at the fair.
Pleased with her success in Europe, Francis put her in charge of historical exhibits in the anthropology
division, which had originally been assigned to Pierre Chouteau III. They stimulate the energy, enterprise, and
intellect of the people; and quicken human genius. They go into the home. They broaden and brighten the
daily life of the people. They open mighty storehouses of information to the student. Novel applications of
electricity and light waves for communication and medical use were displayed in the Palace of Electricity.
Goldsborough, the Chief of the Department of Electricity for the Fair, wished to educate the public and dispel
the misconceptions about electricity which many common people believed. Louis World Fair was a thing of
wonder to the crowds. The receiver, which was attached to nothing, when placed to the ear allowed a visitor to
hear the transmission. This radiophone, invented by Alexander Graham Bell , consisted of a transmitter which
transformed sound waves into light waves and a receiver which converted the light waves back into sound
waves. Finsen was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology in for his contributions and his
invention pioneered the way which led to many other forms of radiation therapy in the treatment of disease.
One of the scientists that learned of the discovery was Thomas Edison and he soon began to experiment with
his own x-ray machine with his assistant Clarence Dally. X-rays are now commonplace in hospitals and
airports. Thomas and William Champion, these devices were not immediately widely used. To increase
awareness of the benefits these units provided, infant incubators containing premature babies were displayed
at the , , , and World Fairs. Each incubator was an air-tight glass box with a metal frame. Hot air was pumped
into the container to keep a constant temperature. Newspapers advertised the incubators with "lives are being
preserved by this wonderful method. Bayliss brought these devices for exhibition on The Pike where
approximately ten nurses cared for twenty-four neo-natal babies while in the infant incubators. The incubator
area was then modified by installing glass walls to separate the babies from visitors, thus decreasing the
exposure of the infants. Now known as "isolettes," these units are a vital component to caring for neonates in
modern neonatal intensive care units. Transportation contributions[ edit ] Electric streetcar â€” Although street
railways had been in use in North America since the early s, electric street railcars were still novel at the time
of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Outside of the Palace of Electricity, an exhibit including a working
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electric street car and feet of track demonstrated the speed, acceleration, and braking capacities of this
new-powered model. Since that time, the automobile has increased in popularity, advanced in technology, and
expanded the mobility of humanity. A prototype car radio was also demonstrated by inventor Lee de Forest.
This was the first major event in a history of aviation in St. What they found was nothing like anyone else
could have imagined. Still as a relatively new city, the streets were buzzing with activity, with many of its
citizens constantly on the "go" and the streets "crowded with activity". One observer remarked that, at this
time, St. Louis had more energy in its streets than any other Northern Street did. Louis government and
architects were primarily concerned with their ports and access to the city. Though transportation by water had
always been important to the city St. Louis had originated as a trading post , it was becoming even more
important that the port be open, but efficient for all visitors. In addition to a functioning port, the Eads Bridge
was constructed, which was considered one of St. They were built with a material called " staff ," a mixture of
plaster of Paris and hemp fibers, on a wood frame. Standing at the top of Art Hill, it now serves as the home of
the St. It was dismantled after the exhibition and was reconstructed in Las Vegas at the Castaways hotel.
Though it had sections with marble floors and heating and air conditioning, it was planned to be a temporary
structure. However, it burned the night of November 18â€”19, just eleven days before the Fair was to end.
Since the fair was almost over, the building was not rebuilt. It features hundreds of hand-forged bronze
feathers and was the centerpiece of one of the many German exhibits at the fair. It was built with proceeds
from the fair, to commemorate Thomas Jefferson , who initiated the Louisiana Purchase, as was the first
memorial to the third President. The building is now home to the Missouri History Museum, and the museum
was significantly expanded in â€”3. In , when the main building at the College of the Ozarks in Forsyth,
Missouri burned, the school relocated to Point Lookout, where the Maine building was renamed the Dobyns
Building in honor of a school president. In , a replica of the Maine building was built on the campus. The
Keeter Center is named for another school president. The most popular claim is that the waffle-style ice cream
cone was invented and first sold during the fair. However, it is widely believed that it was not invented at the
Fair, but instead, it was popularized at the Fair. It is more likely, however, that these food items were first
introduced to mass audiences and popularized by the fair. Dr Pepper and Puffed Wheat cereal were first
introduced to a national audience at the fair. Daughter of slaves, Annie Fisher , brought her beaten biscuits,
which were already famous in her hometown of Columbia, Missouri. Influence on popular music[ edit ] The
fair inspired the song " Meet Me in St. Louis, Louis ", which was recorded by many artists, including Billy
Murray. Both the fair and the song are focal points of the feature film Meet Me in St. Louis starring Judy
Garland , which also inspired a Broadway musical version. Scott Joplin wrote the rag "Cascades" in honor of
the elaborate waterfalls in front of Festival Hall. Some natives from these areas were brought to be on
"display" at the fair. Such displays included the Apache of the American Southwest and the Igorot of the
Philippines, both of which peoples were dubbed as "primitive". Later he was given the run of the grounds at
the Bronx Zoo in New York, then featured in an exhibit on evolution alongside an orangutan in , but public
protest ended that. He was owned by Dr. Rogers, who had Jim and Dr. Key on tour for years around the US,
helping to establish a humane movement that encouraged people to think of animals as having feelings and
thoughts, and not just "brutes. Key became national celebrities along the way. Rogers invented highly
successful marketing strategies still in use today. Jim Key could add, subtract, use a cash register, spell with
blocks, tell time and give opinions on the politics of the day by shaking his head yes or no. Jim thoroughly
enjoyed his "act"â€”he performed more than just tricks and appeared to clearly understand what was going on.
Exhibits[ edit ] After the fair was completed, many of the international exhibits were not returned to their
country of origin, but were dispersed to museums in the United States. The Vulcan statue is today a prominent
feature of the Vulcan Park and Museum in Birmingham, Alabama , where it was originally cast. It featured a
blue whale, the first full-cast of a blue whale ever created. Visitors floated on rafts of all sorts in the tiny
Forest Park Lake. These games had originally been awarded to Chicago, but when St. Louis threatened to hold
a rival international competition, [49] the games were relocated. Nonetheless, the sporting events, spread out
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over several months, were overshadowed by the Fair. With travel expenses high, many European athletes did
not come, nor did modern Olympics founder Baron Pierre de Coubertin. Disgruntled spectators demanded
refunds, and when they were turned away, they began throwing stones through the windows of the arena
office. While police protected the office, they did not have sufficient numbers to protect the arena, which was
burned to the ground by the mob.
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This item is at US Warehouse, and will ship very quickly! Your patience will be highly appreciated when
expecting the items. When encountering with force majeure, the processing of orders will be delayed.
Nevertheless, it is ensured that your order will be processed in a fast manner when weather permits. Thank
you in advance for your understanding. If the item is damaged in transit, please contact us within 3 business
days, we will exert great effort to resolve this. We only accept Paypal. If you have changed your address, or
want us to ship to another address, please change to the new address when you pay us with PAYPAL,
otherwise we will not be responsible if the package is lost. We accept most items for return within 30 days of
receiving your order. The buyer is responsible for returns shipping. Please refer to the excluded items below.
Orders are refunded in full unless excluded in the situations below. Items returned damaged or not in original
condition unless otherwise notified at time of receipt. Open items which are listed in our list of excluded items
for return. Items returned with missing pieces. The following types of items are excluded and cannot be
returned: Opened toilet seats unless received damaged Neon signs unless received damaged Wee Wee Pads
that have had more than one bag opened Adult Diapers that have had bags opened Refunds: Refunds are
processed through PayPal within business days of receiving the return. Replacements are shipped within
business day of receiving the return. For damaged items, we can ship out the replacement once we confirm the
carrier has picked up the package. For lost items, replacements can only be processed after the carrier has
completed the lost package investigation. Please be sure to verify you have the correct shipping address on
your order PRIOR to making payment as this is the address we will ship to. The item that weights less than lbs
will be dispatched by UPS and for those more than lbs, we will use Truck shippment. We are Professional
eBay seller. Welcome to our store. If you have any question. We will try our best to service you. Thank you
for your shopping time! Have a Nice Day! Description This hot dog roller is perfect for both commercial and
household uses. Designed with heavy duty motor and safety temperature control, the roller offers roasts in the
front while keeping hotdogs warm in the back. All 11 premium grade and non-stick stainless steel rollers
rotate degrees, giving an even heat. Made of stainless steel, the roller provides a reliable use in the long term.
And you can enjoy your favourite hot dogs whenever you feel like it with the roller looking great in your
kitchen or even dining table. The roller is ideal for convenient stores, long meetings, farmer markets, all
sporting events and more. Convenient, energy-saving and high efficiency Slow rolling grill.
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Many involve seafood and most depending on how you feel about scrapple are delicious. White clam pizza
Clams on pizza? Sure â€” as long as they are freshly shucked, sauteed in olive oil and garlic and laid on a bed
of grated parmesan cheese. Slice it off, fry it up and serve it for breakfast. Lobster rolls Think fresh, chilled
lobster meat on a toasted or warm hot dog bun, seasoned with salt and pepper, maybe a touch of mayo and a
drizzle of butter. His go-to spot for lobster rolls is Five Islands Lobster Co. Blue crabs Marylanders are nuts
about crabs, which come from the Chesapeake Bay. They can be eaten as a cake or as a whole in the soft shell,
but the very best and totally messiest way to eat them is steamed and smothered in Old Bay seasoning mix on
a picnic table covered in newspaper or oil cloth â€” so you can smash them with a mallet and pick out the
sweet meat. New England clam chowder Sure, you can find this richly flavored cream-based soup of clams,
clam juice, onions, salt pork or bacon, and potatoes beyond the Northeast, sometimes listed as Boston clam
chowder. It comes in the form of the traditional sweet apple juice and as alcoholic hard cider. But most
delectable may be the apple cider doughnuts found around the state during autumn harvest. Saltwater taffy
Tourists in beach towns across America risk their teeth on this wax-paper-wrapped bite-sized treat, which got
its start in the late 19th century in Atlantic City. Travelers would line up on the boardwalk at night to watch a
machine pull and stretch the taffy, and then wrap and cut it. Bagel There is no substitute for a New York bagel
A traditional bagel is formed by hand and then boiled and baked, a process that should give it a crispy crust
and a dense interior. Shoofly pie Made by the Amish in Lancaster County since the s, shoofly is a gooey,
supersweet pie made with brown sugar and molasses. Historians say it was first made as a cake, with pie crust
added to make it easier to eat with your hands, and that it was typically eaten for breakfast and may have
attracted flies when left on the windowsill to cool. Dutch Haven is said to make the best in the county.
Another iconic Pennsylvania food that must be mentioned: More Iconic Food by Region.
Chapter 5 : Table of contents for Great American hot dogs
Training is spread out over the first 2 1/2 years of the life of the dog with the last 6 months or so being on training
specifically for work as a Hearing Dog. Owners are also required to go to two weeks intensive training during which they
are matched with a dog.

Chapter 6 : Table of contents for Hot Dog and Bob and the surprisingly slobbery attack of the dogwash dog
Table of Contents Chapter One Hot Dog Machine Overview Hot Dog Machine Outline Classification and Application
Manufacturing Technology.

Chapter 7 : Commercial Shop 30 Hot Dog Roller Electric Sausage Grill Cooker Machine US | eBay
combination. hot dog steamer. and bun warmer int'l. inc. no reproduction or disclosure of its contents is permitted. 1 2 5
white black a3-z 70sxe 1 hot.
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Unformatted text preview: f (1) QID: The opportunity cost of any particular choice is the least expensive alternative to the
choice. the best alternative to the choice. the price that one pays for the choice. the most expensive alternative to the
choice.

Chapter 9 : Crafts & Printables â€¢ American Girl Ideas | American Girl Ideas
DIY American Girl Cricut Machine DIY American Girl Hot Dogs I really wish I could go to the American girl store in
America,but there is one in Calgary where.
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